At the end of each school year, Achieving the Dream compiles data from the National Student Clearinghouse to help colleges see whether their reform efforts have led to improvements in the rates at which students persist toward their academic goals. The charts below demonstrate that MCC has made steady progress since 2012 and is a leader among Michigan community colleges and ATD schools.

**Student Persistence Fall-to-Winter**

- Fall 2012: MCC 85%, MI 88%, ATD 89%
- Fall 2013: MCC 85%, MI 87%, ATD 87%
- Fall 2014: MCC 88%, MI 87%, ATD 87%
- Fall 2015: MCC 88%, MI 87%, ATD 87%

**Student Retention Fall-to-Fall**

- Fall 2012: MCC 57%, MI 58%, ATD 61%
- Fall 2013: MCC 57%, MI 58%, ATD 61%
- Fall 2014: MCC 57%, MI 58%, ATD 61%
- Fall 2015: MCC 57%, MI 58%, ATD 61%

**MUSKEGON COMMUNITY COLLEGE**

**STUDENT STATUS AT THE END OF THE FOURTH YEAR AFTER INITIAL ENROLLMENT**

- Fall 2012 Cohort, First-Time-Ever-in-College Students

**Institutional Outcomes with Benchmarks**

- Completed and Transferred to 4-Year Inst.: MCC 11%, MI 8%, ATD 10%
- Completed, Did Not Transfer: MCC 39%, MI 23%, ATD 26%
- Did Not Complete, Transferred to 4-Year Inst.: MCC 6%, MI 8%, ATD 5%
- Transferred to 2-Year Inst.: MCC 8%, MI 10%, ATD 10%
- Still Enrolled at Home Inst.: MCC 32%, MI 37%, ATD 37%
- Dropped Out: MCC 32%, MI 37%, ATD 37%

**Want more data?**

Watch your email on Monday 6/26 for MCC’s Achieving the Dream Student Success Report!

**Want to talk?**

Thursday, June 29
1:00 in the CTL

JB Meeuwenberg, Director of Data and Analytics (231.777.0486)
Jenny Klingenberg, Student Success Lead (231.777.0697)